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Abstract

Recording fast motion in a high FPS (frame-per-second)
requires expensive high-speed cameras. As an alternative,
interpolating low-FPS videos from commodity cameras has
attracted significant attention. If only low-FPS videos are
available, motion assumptions (linear or quadratic) are
necessary to infer intermediate frames, which fail to model
complex motions. Event camera, a new camera with pix-
els producing events of brightness change at the temporal
resolution of µs (10−6 second ), is a game-changing de-
vice to enable video interpolation at the presence of arbi-
trarily complex motion. Since event camera is a novel sen-
sor, its potential has not been fulfilled due to the lack of
processing algorithms. The pioneering work Time Lens in-
troduced event cameras to video interpolation by designing
optical devices to collect a large amount of paired training
data of high-speed frames and events, which is too costly to
scale. To fully unlock the potential of event cameras, this
paper proposes a novel TimeReplayer algorithm to interpo-
late videos captured by commodity cameras with events. It
is trained in an unsupervised cycle-consistent style, cancel-
ing the necessity of high-speed training data and bringing
the additional ability of video extrapolation. Its state-of-
the-art results and demo videos in supplementary reveal the
promising future of event-based vision.

1. Introduction

Traditionally, recording fast motion in high temporal res-
olution has been the exclusive functionality of high-speed
cameras, which are too expensive to be embedded in per-
sonal devices such as smartphones. Video interpolation, the
research field of inferring intermediate frames between two
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Figure 1. Visual results of interpolating complex motion. Both
models with linear motion assumption (SuperSloMo [9]) and
quadratic motion assumption (QVI [38]) fail to model the motion
of the soccer ball correctly. Benefiting from the high temporal res-
olution of event data, the proposed method can correctly model
nonlinear motion and interpolate intermediate frames. This figure
contains animations. Best viewed in Acrobat Reader.

given frames, has attracted considerable research interest.
It can go beyond the temporal resolution limit of commod-
ity cameras, and can be applicable in diverse downstream
tasks such as slow motion generation [2,9,38], video editing
[32, 46], and virtual reality [1]. Without any further infor-
mation or proper assumption, the video interpolation prob-
lem is under-determined. In the past years, the computer
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vision community has explored a lot in the direction of ex-
ploiting proper assumptions. [9] proposes SuperSloMo for
video interpolation with linear motion assumption, and [38]
improves the result based on a quadratic motion assump-
tion. As the assumption becomes more and more compli-
cated, two obstacles get in the way: (1) linear motion [9]
can interpolate video given two frames, but quadratic mo-
tion [38] requires four consecutive frames to calculate the
acceleration for quadratic interpolation. As the assumption
becomes more complex, more frames and more computa-
tional costs are needed to interpolate every frame. (2) the
underlying motion in the video can be arbitrary, making it
difficult to verify pre-set assumptions on the motion type.
When the assumption and the motion type mismatch, the
interpolated video may look unrealistic.

To deal with the inherent lack of intermediate informa-
tion of conventional frame-based cameras, we bring in a
novel neuromorphic sensor, event camera [6, 14, 33, 40],
as a promising solution for video interpolation in case of
complex motion. The event camera senses the dynamic
change of pixel intensity, where an event is triggered once
the change exceeds a certain threshold. The asynchronously
event-driven processing fashion leads to a frame-less event
stream with microsecond temporal resolution, as well as
low power consumption and bandwidth [8, 28]. Since
event camera almost records continuously streaming inten-
sity change, it is able to store rich inter-frame information,
which is critical to recovering intermediate video frames.
The introduction of event camera for video interpolation
helps ease the difficulty in modeling complex motion.

Another crucial issue with the task of video interpolation
is that it is difficult to collect ground truth for video interpo-
lation in the real world scenarios. Most existing video inter-
polation models [2,9,23,38] are trained on high-frame-rate
dataset, which is constructed by taking an average of con-
secutive frames of high-frame-rate videos recorded by high-
speed cameras. However, these models would suffer from
the domain gap between synthetic data and real world data.
Therefore, it is important to equip the models with the learn-
ing ability to generalize to data without ground truth. There
have been a few works [18,31] aiming to address this issue.
They base their methods on cycle consistency, where mul-
tiple intermediate frames are predicted and are then used to
reconstruct a middle input frame. However, to achieve cy-
cle consistency, these methods have to assume uniform mo-
tion between consecutive frames at large timesteps, which
makes them also suffer from the same problems as those
uniform motion assumption-based methods.

In this work we introduce data from event camera into
the video interpolation model design and propose an unsu-
pervised learning framework to train the video interpolation
model. Specifically, we introduce event stream to help di-
rectly estimate optical flows between an intermediate frame

and input frames instead of computing them as proportions
of the computed optical flow between input frames. In this
way the uniform linear motion assumption is broken and the
proposed optical flow estimation module can compute any
complex nonlinear motion. Then an intermediate frame can
be predicted by warping input frames according to the esti-
mated optical flows and taking a weighted average of them.
With the help of event streams and approximated inverse
ones, a video interpolation model is able to predict an inter-
mediate frame given two input frames and can also recon-
struct an input frame when the estimated intermediate frame
and another input frame are given. Therefore, loss functions
can be computed between the reconstruction of input frames
and the original ones and are used to train the video inter-
polation model. Extensive experiments and ablation study
on synthetic benchmark datasets demonstrate the effective-
ness of the proposed framework, especially on videos with
complex motion. In addition, we also further conduct an
experiment on real data to validate its generalization ability.
Contributions of our work can be summarized as below.

• A novel video frame interpolation method with both
video frame and event stream as input is proposed to
address complex nonlinear motion.

• We design an unsupervised learning framework for
video interpolation with event stream by applying cy-
cle consistency.

• The proposed method performs favorably against
state-of-the-art approaches on both synthetic bench-
marks datasets and real data. When trained with ad-
ditional unsupervised data, it achieves the best result
thanks to the unsupervised nature, showing the promis-
ing future of event-based video interpolation.

2. Related Work
Video Frame interpolation Current state-of-the-art in-

terpolation methods are mainly based on warping bidirec-
tional optical flow. However, most of them [3, 9, 19, 20, 31]
simply assumed uniform motion and linear optical flow be-
tween consecutive frames, which may fail in approximat-
ing the complex and nonlinear movement in the real world.
Thus, the nonlinear QVI methods [17, 38] are proposed to
solve this problem by learning higher-order acceleration in-
formation between frames. But the errors in acceleration es-
timation may lead to deviation from the motion trajectory in
the ground truth. Another essential problem in video inter-
polation is there are no paired ground truth frames for model
supervision in the low-frame-rate video. Therefore, fine-
tuning of the supervised method is impossible to be per-
formed on target low-frame-rate image sequence, and the
model may suffer performance degradation when applied to
the target source. Unsupervised interpolation method [31]
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Table 1. Overview of video interpolation methods, including the proposed TimeReplayer in this paper.

Input Modality Method Motion assumption Training data collection Supervision

RGB frames
SuperSloMo [9] linear motion assumption high speed camera supervised
QVI [38] quadratic motion assumption high speed camera supervised
UnSuperSloMo [31] linear motion assumption high speed camera unsupervised

RGB frames TimeLens [36] no motion assumption high speed camera + event camera supervised
+ Events TimeReplayer no motion assumption commodity camera+ event camera unsupervised

is established to overcome the problem, obtaining supervi-
sion from original input frames based on cycle consistency.
However, limitations exist since the method assumes longer
temporal consistency in three consecutive frames, further
exacerbating the disadvantages of the linear models when
facing complexity in real world.

Event Camera As a neuromorphic sensor, event cam-
era [6, 14, 33, 40] asynchronously triggers events once the
log intensity change of per-pixel reaches threshold. The
unique working pipeline brings high temporal resolution
(1us), high dynamic range (140dB), and low power con-
sumption. Previous research has established that the event-
driven can achieve great advantages in the image and video
synthesis, thus various event-driven algorithms have been
developed for downstream visual tasks such as motion de-
blurring [10, 15, 24], optical flow estimation [12, 44], high
dynamic range imaging [7] and visual tracking [41]. One
of the branches [21, 30] is to reconstruct event streams
as intensity images to recover high-frame-rate image se-
quence. However, the corrupted event signals affect the
quality of the reconstructed images. With the development
of a novel event camera, DAVIS [5], the event channel and
the conventional intensity channel are integrated and share
the same photo-sensor array, thus avoiding the registration
problem and enabling complementarity between event cam-
eras and conventional intensity cameras. By simultaneously
using intensity image and high-speed event stream, we can
achieve better visual performance in interpolation tasks.
Another high-frame-rate synthesis branch [10, 15, 24] is
to recover multiple sharp images from the motion-blurring
frames. However, the sequence can be reconstructed only
within the temporal range of obtained image information
by the intensity channel, which is powerless for moments
that are not covered by intensity exposure.

Cycle Consistency Cycle consistency has been widely
applied to establish constraints in absence of the direct
supervision, such as 3d dense correspondences [43], dis-
ambiguating visual relations [42], and unpaired image-to-
image translation [45]. When challenged with interpola-
tion task, the fully unsupervised method [31] based on cy-
cle consistency could learn behaviors and synthesize high-
frame-rate interpolation from any target lower-frame-rate
video sequence. As the most related method to our work,
the previous unsupervised method [31] generates two in-

termediate frames between three consecutive frames, and
then interpolate a frame using the generated frames to
match with the intermediate original input frame. However,
to achieve cycle consistency, it has to use multiple input
frames and assume uniform motion between consecutive
frames at large timesteps, which makes them suffer from
artifacts caused by inaccurate motion prediction.

3. Method
In this section, we first describe the representation of

event data used in this framework and then explain how
event stream contributes to the video interpolation process
in case of complex nonlinear motion. Finally, we describe
the proposed unsupervised training framework for video in-
terpolation with event data.

3.1. Event Representation.

Event camera asynchronously captures log intensity
change ∆log(Ix,y,t) for each pixel and an event Ex,y,t,p
is triggered once the change at position (x, y) and times-
tamp t reaches a certain threshold τ . Therefore, it is able to
”continuously” capture intensity change with extreme low
latency (in the order of µs). The polarity p of an event
means the sign of ∆log(Ix,y,t), with 1 and −1 representing
the positive and negative events respectively. Event stream
is a sequence of events within the time period [t0, t0 + T ]
containing N events: et0→(t0+T ) = {Exi,yi,ti,pi

}N−1i=0 .
The raw form of the spatial-temporal event stream is a

sequence of ’1’s and ’−1’s at different time stamps, which
is not friendly to standard neural network models such as
CNNs, hence not suitable for direct processing by those
networks. Raw event stream needs to be first transformed
into an image-like input. In this work event stream is repre-
sented as a 4-channel image with the first two channels en-
coding counts of positive and negative events at each pixel,
while the other two channels encoding corresponding to
timestamps of the latest triggered positive/negative events
at each pixel [26].

As a directional process quantity, the event stream
et0→t0+T could be approximately reversed by simultane-
ously exchanging the positive/negative polarity of events
and changing the order of timestamps, whose use would be
detailed in video interpolation model. The approximation is
referred to as e′(t0+T )→t0

= {Exi,yi,ti,−pi
}0i=N−1.
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Figure 2. The proposed TimeReplayer model architecture with event stream.

Figure 3. Visualization of reverse events. We can see that although
approximately reversed events for downward motion look similar
to the actual events for downward motion, there is still much dif-
ference between them, especially on non-edge regions.

In fact, due to the characteristics of the hardware cir-
cuit of the event camera, the approximately reversed event
stream e′(t0+T )→t0

is not exactly the same as the actual
backward streaming events. An example is shown in Fig.
3. Therefore we propose to process the original forward
streaming event streams and the approximately reversed
ones separately. We use Et0→t1 to refer to the event stream

from t0 to t1 as Et0→t1 =

{
et0→t1 , if t0 ≤ t1
e′t0→t1 , if t0 > t1

3.2. Video Interpolation Model

The proposed model is based on SuperSloMo [9] with
three modules, which are described in the following.

Flow estimation. Since event stream inherently carries
continuous motion information with itself, optical flow can

be directly computed by feeding event representation to a
convolutional neural network. However, due to the dif-
ference between approximately reversed event stream and
the actual one, we take two flow estimation CNN modules
fflow and f ′flow , which have the same network architecture
but do not share parameters, to deal with forward stream-
ing events Et→t1 and backward streaming ones Et→t0 re-
spectively. The correspondingly computed optical flows for
Et−>t1 and Et−>t0 are respectively denoted as Ft→t1 and
Ft→t0 . Compared to most previous methods, which assume
that objects move along a straight line at a constant speed
and compute the optical flow between an input frame and
the targeted intermediate frame as a proportion of the opti-
cal flow between two input frames, this method can make a
more accurate estimation of optical flow between the inter-
polated frame and input frames in case of nonlinear motion.

Flow refinement. However, event-based optical flow
estimation methods tend to produce sparse output concen-
trating on edges of moving objects. Thus, another CNN
fflow res is used to refine the initially estimated sparse op-
tical flows Ft→t0 and Ft→t1 by computing a residual flow
∆F . The final estimation is obtained by taking the sum of
the initial estimation and a residual.

(∆Ft→t0 , Vt0) = fres(g(It0 , Ft→t0), It0 , Ft→t0 , Et→t0)

(∆Ft→t1 , Vt1) = fres(g(It1 , Ft→t1), It1 , Ft→t1 , Et→t1),
(1)

where g(It0 , Ft→t0) and g(It1 , Ft→t1) are warped input
frames computed using initially estimated optical flows
Ft→t0 and Ft→t1 , ∆Ft→t0 and ∆Ft→t1 denote the residual
used to refine the optical flows, and Vt0 and Vt1 represent
visibility maps which help alleviate artifacts and occlusion
in the later blending process. Two sets of feature maps are
separately concatenated and passed through a shared optical
flow refinement model fflow res.

Frame synthesis. Finally the target frame Ît can be syn-
thesized by blending the warped input frames using refined
optical flows. The blending process is taken as a weighted
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average of two warped frames with the product of time in-
terval and visibility map as weights, as described in Eq. 2.

Ît =
1

Z
� ((t1 − t)Vt0 � g(It0 , Ft→t0 + ∆Ft→t0)+

(t− t0)Vt1 � g(It1 , Ft→t1 + ∆Ft→t1)).
(2)

where Z is a normalization term computed as the sum of
(t1 − t)Vt0 and (t− t0)Vt1 .

Therefore, as long as two input frames at two time
stamps t0 and t1, and the event streams between these two
time stamps and the targeted one t are given, we could syn-
thesize the desired frame at that time stamp with the pro-
posed whole video interpolation model f .

3.3. Temporal Cycle Consistency

In this work we focus on training a video interpolation
model in an unsupervised fashion [31]. Inspired by cycle
consistency, which is first proposed in CycleGAN [45] and
UNIT [16] and then becomes a popular constraint in self-
supervised learning, we present an unsupervised training
framework for video interpolation with event data. As ex-
plained in previous section, with the help of event data, the
model is able to synthesize an intermediate frame between
two input frames at different time stamps; similarly, it can
also synthesize an input frame given the predicted interme-
diate frame and another input frame. In this way, we can
impose supervision on the reconstruction of input frames to
train the video interpolation model. Specifically, as for an
interval between time t0 and t1, given a pair of input frames
It0 and It1 , and event stream Et0→t1 , then we can use
the video interpolation model f to produce an intermedi-
ate frame Ît in-between as Ît = f(It0 , It1 , Et→t0 , Et→t1),
where f denotes the whole video interpolation model, t ∈
(t0, t1) denotes the target interpolation time, and Et→t0

and Et→t1 respectively represent approximately reversed
streaming events from time t to time t0 and the actual for-
ward streaming ones from t to time t1.

Similarly, with t1 as target time, given a pair of input
frames It0 and Ît, and the corresponding event streams from
time t1 to t0 and from time t1 to t, the same video interpo-
lation model f could be applied to reconstruct frame It1 as
Ît1 = f(Ît, It0 , Et1→t, Et1→t0), where Et1→t0 and Et1→t

are approximately reversed event streams.
With t0 as target time, given a pair of input frames It1

and Ît, and the corresponding event streams from time t0
to t1 and from time t0 to t, the same video interpolation
model f could also be applied to reconstruct frame It0 as
Ît0 = f(Ît, It1 , Et0→t, Et0→t1), where Et1→t0 and Et1→t

are the corresponding actual event streams.
The interpolation procedure is visualized in Fig. 4.
In this way, the estimated intermediate frames Ît0 and Ît1

could be respectively paired with the original input frames
It0 and It1 . Therefore we can train the interpolation model
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Figure 4. Temporal cycle consistency. It0 and It1 are the original
input frames, and Et0→t and Et→t1 are input event streams. Af-
ter obtaining an estimated intermediate frame Ît, we could further
apply the same video interpolation model to reconstruct It1 and
It0 , which can be used for imposing cycle-consistent learning.

f by minimizing the reconstruction error between them, i.e.
cycle consistency loss as Lcc = ||Ît0−It0 ||1+ ||Ît1−It1 ||1.

The final loss function integrates the above terms
Ltotal = λcLcc + λwLwarp + λsLsmooth + λpLpercep,
where warping loss Lwarp, smootheness loss Lsmooth and
perceptual loss Lpercep are defined in a similar way as in
SuperSloMo [9] but for both predictions at t0 and t1.

4. Experiment
We use Pytorch [27] to implement the proposed frame-

work. 256× 256 patches are cropped from the correspond-
ing consecutive frames and the batch size is set to 28. The
models are trained using Adam optimizer [11] with with
β1 = 0.9 and β2 = 0.999 on 4 NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPUs.
The learning rate is initially set to 1e−4, and then down-
scaled by a factor of 0.1 every 200 epochs till 500 epochs.
We take peak-signal-to-noise (PSNR), structural-similarity-
image-metric (SSIM), and interpolation-error (IE) as a
quantitative evaluation metrics for the video interpolation
task. Methods with high PSNR and SSIM scores and low
IE scores are favored in video interpolation. We use arrows
to show the favored values, i.e. PSNR ↑, SSIM ↑, and IE ↓.

4.1. Comparison with synthetic events

Training data with synthetic events. For synthetic
data, we collected video sequences from the training set
of GoPro [22], Adobe240 [35] and Vimeo90k [39]. The
GoPro dataset contains 22 diverse videos used for train-
ing and 11 additional ones for testing, while the Adobe240
dataset has 112 sequences for training and 8 ones for test-
ing. Both video datasets are recorded with GoPro camera at
a frame rate of 240 fps with a resolution of 1280×720. The
Vimeo90k dataset has 51,312 triplets for training, where
each triplet contains 3 consecutive video frames with a reso-
lution of 448×256 pixels. All the collected video sequences
are paired with corresponding synthetic events generated
using popular video-to-event simulator ESIM [29].
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Table 2. Quantitative comparison on Adobe240, GoPro, Middlebury (other) and Vimeo90k (interpolation) dataset with synthetic events.

Adobe240 GoPro
Method Frame Event Supervision 7 skip (whole) 7 skip (center) 7 skip (whole) 7 skip (center)

PSNR↑ SSIM↑ IE↓ PSNR↑ SSIM↑ IE↓ PSNR↑ SSIM↑ IE↓ PSNR↑ SSIM↑ IE↓
E2VID [30] 8 4 4 10.40 0.570 75.21 10.32 0.573 76.01 9.74 0.549 79.49 9.88 0.569 80.08

SepConv [23] 4 8 4 32.31 0.930 7.59 31.07 0.912 8.78 29.81 0.913 8.87 28.12 0.887 10.78

QVI [38] 4 8 4 32.87 0.939 6.93 31.89 0.925 7.57 31.39 0.931 7.09 29.84 0.911 8.57

DAIN [2] 4 8 4 32.08 0.928 7.51 30.31 0.908 8.94 30.92 0.901 8.60 28.82 0.863 10.71

SuperSloMo [9] 4 8 4 31.05 0.921 8.19 29.49 0.900 9.68 29.54 0.880 9.36 27.63 0.840 11.47

Time Lens [36] 4 4 4 35.47 0.954 5.92 34.83 0.949 6.53 34.81 0.959 5.19 34.45 0.951 5.42

UnSuperSloMo [31] 4 8 8 29.92 0.908 9.10 29.36 0.898 9.85 28.23 0.861 10.35 27.32 0.836 11.67

Ours 4 4 8 34.14 0.950 6.25 33.22 0.942 6.64 34.02 0.960 5.02 33.39 0.952 5.59

Middlebury (other) Vimeo90k (interpolation)
Method Frame Event Supervision 3 skip 1 skip 3 skip 1 skip

PSNR↑ SSIM↑ IE↓ PSNR↑ SSIM↑ IE↓ PSNR↑ SSIM↑ IE↓ PSNR↑ SSIM↑ IE↓
E2VID [30] 8 4 4 11.26 0.427 69.73 11.82 0.403 70.15 - - - 10.08 0.395 79.89

SepConv [23] 4 8 4 25.51 0.824 6.74 30.16 0.904 3.93 - - - 33.80 0.959 3.15

QVI [38] 4 8 4 26.31 0.827 6.58 31.02 0.908 3.78 - - - - - -

DAIN [2] 4 8 4 26.67 0.838 6.17 30.87 0.899 4.86 - - - 34.20 0.962 3.03

SuperSloMo [9] 4 8 4 26.14 0.825 6.33 29.75 0.887 4.65 - - - 32.93 0.948 3.50

Time Lens [36] 4 4 4 32.13 0.908 4.07 33.27 0.929 3.17 - - - 36.31 0.962 2.38

UnSuperSloMo [31] 4 8 8 24.86 0.789 7.40 28.27 0.873 4.98 - - - 30.38 0.930 3.77

Ours 4 4 8 30.91 0.887 4.89 32.74 0.912 3.63 - - - 35.12 0.963 2.79

Table 3. Quantitative comparison on HQF and HS-ERGB dataset with real-world events.

HQF HS-ERGB (far) HS-ERGB (close)

3 skip 1 skip 7 skip 5 skip 7 skip 5 skipMethod Frame Event Supervision

PSNR↑ SSIM↑ PSNR↑ SSIM↑ PSNR↑ SSIM↑ PSNR↑ SSIM↑ PSNR↑ SSIM↑ PSNR↑ SSIM↑
E2VID [30] 8 4 4 6.70 0.315 6.70 0.315 7.01 0.372 7.05 0.374 7.68 0.427 7.73 0.432

DAIN [2] 4 8 4 26.10 0.782 29.82 0.875 27.13 0.748 27.92 0.780 28.50 0.801 29.03 0.807

SuperSloMo [9] 4 8 4 25.54 0.761 28.76 0.861 24.16 0.692 25.66 0.727 27.27 0.775 28.35 0.788

RRIN [13] 4 8 4 26.11 0.778 29.76 0.874 23.73 0.703 25.26 0.738 27.46 0.800 28.69 0.813

BMBC [25] 4 8 4 26.32 0.781 29.96 0.875 24.14 0.710 25.62 0.742 27.99 0.808 29.22 0.820

Time Lens [36] 4 4 4 30.57 0.900 32.49 0.927 32.31 0.869 33.13 0.877 31.68 0.835 32.19 0.839

UnSuperSloMo [31] 4 8 8 23.47 0.740 26.11 0.852 23.80 0.651 25.81 0.700 26.72 0.732 28.38 0.741

Ours 4 4 8 28.82 0.866 31.07 0.931 30.07 0.834 31.98 0.861 29.83 0.816 31.21 0.818

Results. The proposed method is compared with several
state-of-the-art interpolation methods, including supervised
ones such as Time Lens [37], SuperSloMo [9], quadratic
video interpolation (QVI) [38], depth-aware video frame
interpolation (DAIN) [2] and an unsupervised one unsu-
pervised SuperSloMo [31]. Similar to Time Lens, Popular
video interpolation benchmark datasets are chosen for eval-
uating our method, such as GoPro, Adobe240, Vimeo90k
(interpolation), and Middlebury (other). For GoPro and
Adobe240 datasets, we skip 7 frames of each sequence and
form a new sequence as input, and the task reconstructs the
skipped ones using the interpolation method. Both aver-
age performances over the whole 7 skipped frames and the
one of the center skipped one are presented for comparison.
As for Vimeo90k (interpolation) and the Other set of Mid-
dlebury, 1 or 3 frames are skipped respectively due to the
limited sequence length. For comparison, we simply use

the pretrained model on the same dataset provided by the
authors. The results are summarised in Tab. 2.

Table 2 shows the quantitative comparison with state-of-
the-art methods. The method with only event data E2VID
performs worst because event data is sparse and only con-
tains relative intensity change, which is not sufficient to re-
construct high-quality intermediate frames. With the help
of event data, methods with both intensity images and event
data as input, i.e. Time Lens, and the proposed method per-
form favorably against those methods with only intensity
images as input, i.e. SuperSloMo, DAIN, SepConv, and
QVI. Note that our method, which is trained following an
unsupervised fashion, even outperforms most supervised
methods. This could be attributed to its powerful capability
in accurately modeling nonlinear motion by making full use
of almost continuously captured event streams.

As shown in the first row of Fig. 5, when cars are parked
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Overlap of ܫ௧బ ௧భܫ & UnSuperSloMo QVI OursGT

27.4828.��22.3524.31 24.35PSNR 12.13

E2VID
   25.29 2�.37 

UnSuperSloMo*      7LPH�/HQV�
21.19 23.38 26.91PSNR 7.63

27.9723.15 27.��21.29 22.96PSNR 11.18

Figure 5. Visual comparison on the Adobe240 and GoPro datasets. In the left, two paired input frames are plotted together; columns in the
right are interpolation results from different methods, with a focus on the boxed area.

GTEventOverlap of 𝐼!! & 𝐼!" E2VID OursTime LensUnSuperSloMo RRIN

PSNR 11.44 16.07 15.4414.87 12.72

PSNR 7.10 20.46 17.7415.84 16.60

Figure 6. Visual comparison on the HQF dataset.

on the side of the road and the handheld camera is mov-
ing, there is a change with car’s position in the image. Only
Time Lens and our method, which are able to model motion
accurately, can predict a reasonable intermediate frame, es-
pecially on license plate. Other methods suffer from the
inconsistency of estimation from two input frames, thereby
producing artifacts on the numbers. Similar results can also
be observed in the other two examples. This demonstrates
that event data can indeed help model complex motion with
a high-quality intermediate frame interpolation.

4.2. Comparison on real event

Experiments above are conducted on synthetic datasets,
where event streams are simulated. In this section, we in-
vestigate how the proposed method performs on real events
in real-world scenarios. Since simulated events are free
from background noise and limited read-out bandwidth,

there is a gap between simulated and real events. Hence,
the performance of methods that are trained on synthetic
dataset with the supervision of ground truth may degrade
on real data.

Training data with real events. High Quality Frames
(HQF) [34], and HS-ERGB [36] datasets are chosen
for fine-tuning our model trained on synthetic dataset
(Vimeo90k). Collected using DAVIS240 event camera,
HQF dataset consists of 14 frame sequences with the cor-
responding event streams in a resolution of 240× 180 since
both the event channel and the conventional intensity chan-
nel are integrated on DAVIS240. HS-ERGB dataset con-
tains sequences from a dual-camera setup, which consists
of Prophesee Gen4M 720p event camera and FLIR Black-
Fly S RGB camera.

Results. Here we evaluate our method on HQF and
HS-ERGB datasets [36], both containing video frame se-
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quences without blur and saturation and the corresponding
real-world event streams. Far-away and close planar scenes
are divided in HS-ERGB dataset for testing since differ-
ent rectifications are applied. The quantitative results are
summarised in Tab. 3. Similar results as the synthetic ex-
periment can be conducted by the quantitative comparison.
As shown in Fig. 6 , methods without event input produce
many artifacts, especially on the edges. The words in the
frame could be found suffering when reconstructing frame
sequences using frame-only interpolation methods while
avoiding artifacts with the help of event input (Time Lens
and ours).

4.3. Ablation study

In this section, we investigate the contribution of each
component in the proposed approach on the GoPro dataset
and report experimental results in Table 4. Three vari-
ants are: (1) “linear motion model”: the optical flows be-
tween two input frames are first estimated with both inten-
sity images and event data, and then the flow from two in-
put frames to the target intermediate frame is computed as a
proportion of the previously estimated flow. It aims to val-
idate the importance of accurate motion modeling and the
effectiveness of the proposed method in modeling complex
nonlinear motion. (2) “shared flow est module”: to investi-
gate the influence caused by the difference between actual
event stream and approximately reversed one to the whole
framework, we experiment with only one optical flow es-
timator which is used to deal with both of them. (3) “Un-
SuperSloMo*”: to demonstrate the effectiveness of the pro-
posed method, we also compare it with the enhanced ver-
sion of unsupervised SuperSloMo, where the four-channel
event representation is taken as additional input and con-
catenated with input images before being fed to the model.
As shown in Table 4, all these components contribute to the
performance of video interpolation.

Table 4. Ablation results on GoPro (7 skip).

Method PSNR↑ SSIM↑ IE↓
linear motion 32.05 0.939 6.40

shared flow est module 33.78 0.958 5.16

UnSuperSloMo* 32.16 0.942 6.31

Ours 34.02 0.960 5.02

4.4. Benefit of unsupervised VFI with events

An important advantage of our proposed method is its
unsupervised nature. Previous methods generate high qual-
ity ground truth frames for training VFI model in a super-
vised manner. They require either carefully controlled slow
shooting like HQF [34], or complex registration among
high-speed cameras and event cameras [36], which can not
be easily obtained with low cost. In contrast, an unsuper-

vised approach can benefit from arbitrary videos and paired
events, which could be easy obtained at scale via DAVIS
sensor. And the large scale unsupervised training data could
further improve the VFI performance.

To demonstrate the benefit of unsupervised training, we
select the large scale DDD-17 dataset [4] for unsupervised
finetuning, which containing over 12h record of a 346x260
pixel DAVIS sensor. DAVIS sensor produces low-speed
frames together with paired events, which cannot be used
by previous methods due to the lack of high-speed inter-
mediate frames. Since our TimeReplayer algorithm relies
on unsupervised cycle-consistent training, DDD-17 dataset
can be used for unsupervised finetuning. The results are
summarized in Tab. 5.

Table 5. Quantitative comparison on HQF dataset with real events.

3 skip 1 skipMethod PSNR↑ SSIM↑ PSNR↑ SSIM↑
Time Lens-syn 28.98 0.873 30.57 0.903
Time Lens-real 30.57(+1.59) 0.900(+0.027) 32.49(+1.92) 0.927(+0.024)
Ours 28.82 0.866 31.07 0.931
Ours+DDD17 31.54(+2.72) 0.920(+0.054) 33.93(+2.86) 0.934(+0.003)

To get better performance, Time Lens [36] needs to be
fine-tuned with high-cost real event data. In contrast, our
method can be fine-tuned using low-cost unsupervised event
data, which surpasses Time Lens thanks to the abundance
of data in DDD17.

5. Conclusion
In this paper we introduce event camera into the video

interpolation framework to help reconstruct intermediate
frames at the presence of complex motion. We propose the
TimeReplayer algorithm, a cycle-consistency based unsu-
pervised training method which allows a video interpola-
tion model to be trained in an unsupervised way with only
two frames and events. It reduces the requirement of large
amounts of paired high-frame-rate videos and unlocks the
potential of event data in video frame interpolation. Nat-
ural data collected by DAVIS camera at a low cost can be
used to improve the performance of TimeReplayer. Exten-
sive experiments on both synthetic datasets and real data
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method in
addressing complex nonlinear motion and reconstructing
high-quality intermediate frames.
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